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Abstract
We study the bifurcation of equilibrium points for a class of differ—

ential equations extending the Hodgkin and Huxley equations for the
nerve impulse. The equations studied model the behaviour of a large
class of excitable biological systems, allowing for an arbitrary number
of ionic channels. We obtain a geometrical description of the subset in
parameter space where there is a local bifurcation of the equilibrium
points of the equation for generic functions governing ionic dynamics.

The set of local bifurcation parameter values is shown to be a
singular ruled submanifold in parameter space. In particular We show
that for an equation with generic ion dynamics and N channels, i.e.
with 2N + 3 parameters, there is at most a multiple equilibrium of
order 2N + 2. The bifurcation set is also studied numerically for the
original Hodgkin and Huxley equations.



1 Introduction
The Hodgkin and Huxley equations [5] are one of the most successful] mod-
els in mathematical biology, providing good qualitative predictions of a nerve
cell’s behaviour in reasonable quantitative agreement with experimental ob-
servations. The equations are not entirely based on first principles but they
correspond to the generally accepted biochemical description of nerve cell
activity.

We study here the bifurcation of equilibria of a natural generalization,
that we call equations of Hodgkin-Huxley type with N channels, of the form:

dv N

E = I + go(v — Vo) + ngu;(y¢)(v — Vi)

(1)

@
dt = (7i(v)‘yi)7i(v)

Each of the terms g,u,~(y,~)(v — V5) in (1) refers to an ionic channel. The
dynamics of the i-th channel depends on gate variables y,- E R’“ through a
smooth function u;(y,~), u; : R’“ —> R. The dynamics of each gate variable
y, depends only on itself and the voltage v through smooth functions 7; :

R —> R'“ and a smooth diagonal matrix 1,-(v) with 7,5(v) 74 0 for all v. We
use the notation:

g=(gla"'7gN) and V=(V17”-7VN)

and we assume gJ- 76 0, for all j 2 0, otherwise we have a Hodgkin-Huxley
type equation with less than N channels.

The original Hodgkin and Huxley equations only involve two ionic chan-
nels plus the leakage channel responsible for the term go(v — V0) in (1). The
equations describe a particular type of cell of a particular species, the giant
axon of the squid, and have to be modified if they are to apply to another
type of cell in the same species or to other animals. Models of the type above
with a larger number of channels are used for many types of excitable tissue
as for instance the crustacean motor axon [7], the pancreatic fl-oell [1] or the
cardiac cell [3].

Let 1b,- : R ——> R be given by t/z;(v) = u,-(7,~(v)). The equilibrium points



of (l) are solutions of the equation:

N
”(v’gO’g, %)V7I) = I “l“ gO(v — V0) + Zgi¢i(v)(v — Vi) = 0 (2)

5:1

For a fixed value of the parameters (go, 9, Vo, V), let no be the function v H
no(v) = n(v,go,g, Vo, V). The number of zeros of no depends on (go,g, Vo, V)
and changes at parameter values where no has a multiple zero. We show in
Theorem 1 that if no has a zero of order k S 2N + 2 at vo for some value of
go, g, V0 and V, then, under generic assumptions on the functions dzj, there
are parameter values arbitrarily close to the initial one, where n has a zero
of order I at a point 1) near vo for any I < k. In particular it follows that
there are nearby parameter values where no has k simple zeros near vo. In
this case we say that n is a versal unfolding of no near vo.

Theorems 2 and 3 describe the geometry of the sets 5L of parameter values
where no has a zero of order at least L + 2, again under generic assumptions
on the 2N + 2 first derivatives of the maps t/ii. We show that SL is empty for
L > 2N.

When gk = O for some k, the expression for 17 becomes independent of
both gk and Vk, yelding an equation with fewer channels. In this case, we
prove that generically, the singular set SL, L 5 21V —2 meets each hyperspace
9}, = 0 transverselly at the singular set of the Hodgkin-Huxley equation with
N — 1 channels, obtained when the k-channel is ommitted.

In the last section, we include a numerical study of the singular sets 51,

for the original Hodgkin-Huxley equation. We verify that Hodgkin-Huxley’s
original data imply genericity and, moreover, there are no singularities of
type (1) — v0)2N-2 = (v — vo)6, as the set SW = S4 is empty.



2 Versality
When can a multiple zero of n(v, go, g, Vo, V, I ) be separated into simple ze-
ros with an arbitrarily small change of parameters? This question can be
answered within the framework of elementary singularity theory [2, 6]. Let

no be, as before, the function 1) H no(v) = n(v, go, 9, Vo, V), for a fixed value
of the parameters. The equivalence class of C°° functions that agree with
no in a neighbourhood of a point v = no, called the germ of no at v = no, is
denoted by no : R, vo ——+ R.

Two germs no at v = no and no at v = 60 are contact equivalent or
IC-equivalent, (denoted no z no) if there exists a germ of diffeomorphism
h : R, v'o —> R, vo, and a germ of a non-zero function 5 : R, no —> R such
that 5(v) ' 7Io(h(v)) = no).

Suppose v H n(v,go,g,Vo,V,I) = no(v) has a zero of order k at v = no
for some value of the parameters (go, g, Vo, V, I), i.e. no is contact-equivalent
to i(v — vo)'°. Let £(v — vo) be the set of all germs at vo of smooth functions
and let TICn be the tangent space of the contact-equivalence class of no. This
is defined as the real vector space of germs given by:

TlC(no) = M e €(v—vo) = ¢(v) = 77'(v)/\(v)+iu(v)n(v) with M e g(v..v0)}
We may obtain k simple zeros of n in a neighbourhood of vo and for

nearby values of (go,g,Vo,V,I) if £(v — vo) = TICn + A(n) where A(n) is
the real vector space generated by the derivatives of n with respect to all the
parameters, i.e. by the functions an/ng and ao/avj, j = 0,1,...,N and
611/61.

Showing that £(v — vo) = TlCn + A(n) is equivalent to showing that A(n)
contains all the germs of monomials (v — vo)j, j = 0, . . . , k — 2 modulo terms
of degree k or higher.The generators of A(n) are:

parameter derivative of n
90 U — Vo

Vb —yo
95 ¢j(v)(v — Vj)
VJ“ —95'/)j(v)

Since we are assuming go 75 0, all monomials of degree 0 or I are accounted
for by 311/690, ao/avo and Bn/aI. The problem is reduced to showing the
monomials (v — vo)j are in A(n), forj = 2, . . . ,k — 2.
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We can rewrite the generators of A(17) modulo terms of degree It or higher
and subtracting terms of degree 0 and 1 as:

an an 3272
_

M {1/43

(Ti/j“) ‘ 57100)“ (v - volmfiw — g E?” — v0) QT

and

377 32 k-2
,

i. H
__(v)_ %(vo)_ (”_v°)ag,~gv(v°) = gb—vo)‘ ($504 — vo) “ (i 1 n!)

where we denote by 1b;- the derivative gfiwo).
v1

Let Df(vo) be the 2N x L matrix with lines

1b? dbl-”H
(Sb—2T, - - -Jim)

$12 11)? $12, $114“ $14
(QM—ud— i’fi(Vj—v°)_'2—g"“’m(vj—vo)— (T3!)

withj = 1, . . . ,N. If Dflvo) has maximal rank L, with 1 5 L S 2N, then
all monomials of degree up to L + 1 are in A(17).

The Taylor polynomial of degree k of 17 at v = v0 is called the k-jet of
r] at v = v0 and denoted by jk17(v0). More generally, given it) : R ——» R”,
a = (¢1,...,¢N), its k-jet is j"(¢(v0)) = (jk(1,b1(v0)),...,j"(i,/)N(vo))). The
set of all k-jets forms the vector space J"(R, R”) of dimension (k+l)N, with
a subspace J k(1,N ) consisting of jets of maps sending on into the origin.

Theorem 1 For generic functions gig-(v), iffor some value of the parameters
n(v,go,g,Vo,V, I) is Kf-equivalent to (v — vo)" with In S 2N + 2, then 17 is
a versal unfoding of 770 and thus an arbitrarily small change of parameters
splits the singularity into In simple zeros in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood
of 110.

Proof: Let ML(¢(vo)) be the 2N x L matrix with lines

$9) 1bis) ¢gb+1)

WWW” (L+ 1)!
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wig.) £52
"2! L! ’

with i = l, . . . ,N. Assuming that the parameters y,- are non zero, it follows
that rankDI’Y = rankML. Let V1,“ C JL+1(R,RN) be the set of L + 1-

jets jL+1(z/)) of maps 11) such that ML(¢(v)) fails to have maximal rank.
For L S 2N, V1,“ is the algebraic variety defined as the zero set of the
L x L-minors of ML(|/)(v)). Now, it is a simple consequence of Thom’s
Transversality Theorem that for each L, 1 S L S 2N, there exists a residual
set Q(L) of mappings

hbiR—fiRN $(U)=(1/)1,11)2,...,¢1N),

such that jL+1¢v is transverse to VL+1- Notice that when L 76 2N,the
codimension of VL+1 is greater than 1, hence transversality will imply that
jL+1(1Z)) does not intersect VL+1a i.e. rankML(¢) = L. Let g be the inter-
section of all Q(L), 1 S L S 2N. Then, given any function 11; in g with a
singularity at v0 and K-equivalent to (v — m)", with k S 2N + 2, it follows
that E(v — v0) = TICr] + A(17).

When L = 2N, VgN.“ is a codimension one subvariety of J2N+l(1,N).
Thus, for any 1,17 6 g, det M2N(¢)(v) = 0 only at isolated points where
M2N_1(1,b)(v) has rank 2N—l. We shall see in Theorem 2 that for a generic set
of d), 17(2N+2l will be non-zero at these points and therefore r; z (v—vo)2N+2. D



3 The recognition problem
Introducing new parameters Wj = VJ-gj, expression (2) takes the form:

N

”(mama Wo,W,1) = 1 + gov — Wo + Exam/Av) — VVsin)
i=1

For any fixed value of v we can solve r)(v,go,g, W, 1) = 0 for W0 — I and
617/31) = n’(v,go,g,Wo, W,]) = 0 for go. For I: 2 2 the derivatives 1](")(v) =
0k17/0vk do not depend on the parameters go, W0 and I and are given by:

(k)((v gHWFEg,(v1/)§k(v))+ kw“ l)(u )) — Wnfifk’w) (3)
i=1

77

Let Af(v0) be the L x 2N coefficient matrix for the v-dependent linear
equations on (g,W) given by r](k)(v0,g,W) = 0 for k = 2,...,L + 1. In
general we expect to be able to solve 2N -— 1 of these equations. For a given
value on of v we want to describe the local singular sets EL C R”, the germs
at no of the closure of the sets:

{(g, W) : 17(v,go,g, W0, W, I) x (v — v0)!“+2 for some I,go, W0}

Notice that for L = 1,. ..,2N we have

2L = {p e R?” : Af(v) -p = 0 for v near v0}

= {(g,W) : 31; near v0 such that for k = 2, . . . ,L +1 n‘kl(v,g, W) = 0}

and thus 2m c---2L+1 c 2“. c 21.

Theorem 2 For generic functions t/),-(v) and for L = 1,...,2N the local
singular set EL is a generalized ruled cone at the origin of codimension L — l
with singularities on 2L+1~ For L > 2N, the sets EL are empty.

Proof: The coefficient matrix A}? (v) has the same rank as the matrix
ML(¢)(v) used in the proof of Theorem 1. The residual set g can be refined to
contain only map germs 1b such that M2N+1(¢)(v) also has rank 2N for all u,
in the following way: consider the codimension 21V +1 algebraic variety V2N+2

of J2N+2(R, RN) given by the zeros of the 2N x 2N-minors of M2N+1(1,b(v));
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then for 11) in the residual set gng(2N+1) the rank of Aflv) is L for L < 2N.
Moreover A¥N(v) has rank 2N for all values of v except at isolated values v0
where rankAQ’N(vo) = rankAQ’N_1(vo) = 2N — l and rankAfN+1(vo) = 21V.

Therefore, for generic 1,1), for each L < 2N and each v E R, the solutions
of Af(v)(g,W) = O lie on a codimension L vector subspace of R”. For
isolated values of v0 the solutions of AQ’N(vo)(g, W) = 0 lie on a line through
the origin, coinciding with the solutions of A¥N_,(vo)(g, W) = 0.

Let fl, : R x Sm“l —+ RL be given by fL(v,p) = Af(v) -p for L < 2N.
By the implicit function theorem, it follows that fl, = 0 defines locally
a codimension L submanifold of R x SzN‘l. Moreover, afL/0v(v,p) =
P1 (Ag+1(v) - p), where P] is the projection from R21V onto FUN—1 that ‘for-

gets’ the first coordinate. For L < 2N, the restriction to fL = 0 of the map
(v,p) H p is singular when Af+1(v) -p = O, i.e. on EL.” 0 SW”.

When L = 2N — I the same argument applies to all values of v where
A¥N(v) has rank 2N. Near those isolated values v0 where both AQ’N_1(UO)

and AQ'NOJO) have rank 2N—1 the expression f2N_1(v,p) = AfivN_l(v) -p = 0
defines a curve (v,p(v)) in R x SON—1 projecting into a curve in S2N‘] with
a singularity at p(vo): at these points p'(vo) = O and since AQIN+1(vo) has
rank 2N and 62f2N_1/3v2(v0,p(v0)) = P1(P1(A£VN+1(v0) ~ p(v0))) it follows
that p”(v0) 76 0. D

In the original parameters (9, V) the local singular sets are the germs at no
of the sets

)L+2SL = closure {(g, V) :r;(v,go,g, V0, V, I) z (u — v0 for some 1,90, V0}.

The local description of SL is given in two ways. In the first we use the maps
bJ- : (gj,W_,-) H (gj,V,-) = (gj,VI/'j/gj) to send 2L —UJ-{g_,- = 0} into a singular
manifold contained in SL, non singular whenever 2L is smooth. The map
b 3 R2” — UjIgJ' = 0} _’ Rm — Ujlgj = 0} given by

b(g17"'7gN7W11""WN)=(gl7""gN’Wl/g1""7WN/gN)

is a diffeomorphism that blows-up the cone 2L at the origin. Its inverse b"1

can be extended to R2”, sending the subspace S0° = flj{gj = 0} into the
origin of B”.

At points of SL not in the image of the blow-up, gk must be zero for some
k. In that case the expression for r) is independent of both gk and Vk, yelding
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an equation with fewer channels. We relate the singular sets SL for a generic
system with N > 1 channels to the singular set SL(k) of the Hodgkin-Huxley
type equation with N — 1 channels obtained omitting the k—th channel. By
induction the picture is complete when the special case N = 1 is studied.

Theorem 3 For an equation of Hodgkin-Huxley type with N channels and

generic functions th-(v), the local singular set SL for L = 1,...,2N is a
codimension L — l singular submanifold of R"W singular at SL+1~ For L >
2N, SL = 9 and for each L 5 2N, SL is a generalized ruled manifold, with
rulings parallel to the subspace (“b-{VJ- = 0} C R2”. There are two local
descriptions for SL:

1. All points (g,V) 6 SL with gJ- 94 0 Vj are in b(ZL — Uj{g,~ = 0}).

2. For L S 2N — 2 the singular set SL meets each hyperspace {gj = 0}
transverselly at SL(j). For N >1 and L = 2N -1 or 2N, SL 0 {gj =
0} C Soc for allj.

Proof: The residual set of Theorem 2 can be refined again to yeld, for
N > 1, a generic system with the same properties after removal of each
channel. When one channel is omitted, rankAf '1(v) is still maximal for
L _<_ 2N — 2, except for a discrete set of values v0 such that rankAQIlfiAvo) =
2N - 3 and rankAf§1,(vo) = 2N — 2.

The map b : EL — Uj{gj = 0} ——> R2” takes each line (Ag,)\V), /\ ¢ 0

through the origin in RQN—Uj{gj = 0} into the line (Ag, V) with vi = Wj/gj
for all j = 1,...,N. Since b is a difleomorphism of Rm — Uj{gj = 0} this
proves assertion 1.

For N > 1, let fl, : R. x RZN —» R," be given by

fL(v7g‘) V) = (”(2)(v)g’ V), ' ' ' ’n(L+l)(v7g’ V))'

At a point (v,g,V) with 9], = 0 for some I: and g_,- 96 0 forj 96 k, the
derivative of fL has the same rank as A5 (v) and fl, is a submersion for
L S 2N —— 2. This shows that {fL = 0} is transverse to {gk = 0} in Rm“.
We may proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2, to show that the restriction
to U}, = 0} of the map (u, g, V) H (g,V) is thus non singular whenever
(g,V) 6 SL — SL+1~

10



In order to show that SL = 0 for L > 2N, let

UL ={ (givli’flvygoigivml/J) z(v_vO)L+2 }for some I, go, V0 and v near v0

A necessary condition for (g, V) to be in m, is n"(v,go,g,Vo, V, I) = =
n(L+1)(v,go,g, V0,V,I) = 0. For N = l and L > 2, genericity implies A}(v)
has rank 1 and a direct calculation shows that the necessary condition is
satisfied if and only if either rankAflv) < 2 or g, = 0. Genericity rules out
the first possibility and if g] = 0, then r)(v,go,gl, V0, V1, 1) = g0(v — V0) + I is
clearly not lC-equivalent to (v —v0)’”"2 with L > 2. Thus 0L = 0 and SL = fl.

For N > 1 and L > 2N, we already know 2L = 0 and thus

b-l (0L — Ulg‘l = in) C EL

is also empty. By induction we have SL(k) = fl and therefore 0L 0 {g},c =
0} C SL(k) is also empty, showing SL = 0.

In particular, we have also proved that 02N_1 0 {9k = 0} = 9. It re-
mains to show that points in 02,44 cannot accumulate on the hyperspaces
{g;c = O} anywhere outside Soc. First we observe that the genericity of the 1/5

when the k-th channel is removed guarantees that rankAQ/JJEIW) = 2N — 2
for all v E R. Thus (g,W) H Af§31(v)(g,W) is clearly an injective
linear map from Rm"2 into Rm—1 for each V. Therefore any non triv-
ial solution of A9k7_1(v)(g,gk,W,Wk) = 0 with gk = 0 satisfies Wk 9é 0
i.e. 22N_1 fl {gk = 0} C {0} U {W;c 96 0} for each k, thus showing that
S2N—1 C 800 D

Notice that although 11 is linear in Soc, this subspace is also a bifurcation
set for the equations.
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4 The original Hodgkin-Huxley equations
As an example, the original Hodgkin-Huxley equations are treated numeri-
cally in this section. This is a system with two channels, corresponding to
Na and K ions. In the original notation the first equation in (l) is:

a __ __ _a” = —aN..m3h<v - viva) -we) - vK) - mu - v0) +1
and thus in our notation,

u1(yn,yn) = yiiyn = “Na(ma h) = msh u2(y21) = 3131 = “K(") = "4

and
¢1(”)= ¢Na(v) = 73,(v)7h(v) ¢2(v) = ¢K(v) = 73W)-

In the Hodgkin and Huxley article [5] the functions 71- are fitted to experi-
mental data and are given in the form

. v =
CM0)

7“ )
arena-(v)

forj = m, n or h, where

am“) = so((v+25)/10) Mu) = 4am
04”) = 0-1s0((v+10)/10) mu) = 012561480

aid”) = 0.07e”/2° flh(v) = (1+e(,,+30)/10)—1

¢<I>={ W”) m
Notice that aJ-(v) + [9,-(v) 96 O for all 1) and j.

The functions 7j(v) of [5] were chosen to be almost constant outside an
interval. They are monotonic, asymptotically 1 or 0 at :i:oo. Their derivatives
tend to zero very fast as v tends to :l:oo and the same is true a fortiori of
derivatives of ¢;(v) (see figurel). We restrict our study to values of v where
results may be significant both from a physiological and from a numerical
point of view.

For single channel equations, both det M2 (¢x(v)) and (18th (¢N¢(v))
are never found to be zero (figure 2); note that det M2 (t/J;(v)) and the

12



Schwartzian derivative of 11), [4] always have opposite signs. The generic-
ity conditions of Theorems 1—3 hold and the singular set 52 is empty.

When only the K channel is present, the singular set S] is given by

{(gKaVK) 2 VK = v + 2¢i{(”)/¢i'((0), I) E R} C R2

forming a double (K) cover of R2 (figure 3). Thus, for each (gK, VK) E R2,
with gK if 0, there are two values of the parameters go and goVo — 1 such that
’70(v) = 1;(v,g0,0,gK,Vo,0,Vx, I) has a triple zero. Similarly, there are three
parameter values for go and goVo—I where 170(v) = 17(v,go,gNa, 0, V0, VNG, 0, I)
has three triple zeros.

The set So of fold points (double zeros) defines a curve in two dimensional
slices of parameter space, with isolated singularities on S; like those in figure
4. For the K channel the two cusp points appear on very different scales. In
order to understand figure 4A and B, one must recall that go = 0 may also
be a bifurcation line. Only for very small positive values of go can we find
more than one zero of 770(U)- The fold curve for the Na channel appears to
be closed (figure 4C).

The genericity conditions of Theorems 1—3 also hold for the two channel
Hodgkin and Huxley equations, since det M4(1J)Na(v),t/JK(U)) is also never
zero for v in the interval [—300,100] (figure 5) and thus S4 is empty.

Recall that S3 is a ruled surface of the form (VNa(v), VK(v), AgNa(v), AgK(v)).
Thus $3 is completely defined by its intersection with the affine subspace
gK = 1, a curve with many branches separated where either gNa or my tends
to zero (figure 6). Only on a small part of the curve can we find gNa and
gK with the same sign. Assuming g, > 0 for all j, the presence of a large
number of zeros seems to be restricted to a narrow range of parameters. Fig-
ure 7 shows the intersection of So with several planes in parameter space, all
parallel to the subspace I x go of R6.
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1. Graphs of ¢Na(v) and ¢K(v) and their derivatives for the original
Hodgkin and Huxley equations. Scales:

(a) v 6 [—300,100], ¢K(v) 6 [0,1].

(b) v e [—300,100], amv) e [—0.2,0.001].

(c) v 6 [—300,100], t/m,(v) 6 [0,001].

(d) v e [—300,100], ¢§v¢(v) e [—0.0007,0.00002].
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2. The genericity conditions of Theorems 1—3) are satisfied by single chan-
nel equations with the original Hodgkin and Huxley dynamics. For both
Na and K ions, det M2 (¢;m(v)) > 0:

(a) v 6 [—300,100], log det M2 (¢K(v)) 6 [—100,0].

(b) v 6 [—300,100], log det M2 (¢N,(v)) 6 [—100,0].
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/ f f

3. For single channel Hodgkin and Huxley equations, the singular set S]
of cusp points is a ’ruled surface’ in R2 of horizontal lines of the form
(giom Vian(v)) With gion E R and Vim(v) = v + 2¢£m(v)/¢£Ln(v)

(a) Graph of VK(v), v E [—300, 100], VK 6 [—300,300].

(b) Graph of VNa(v), v E [—300, 100], VNQ 6 [—300,300].
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4. Curve of fold points in the I x go plane for single channel Hodgkin
and Huxley equations, all other parameters (Vo,g,-ofl, Vic“) at original

Hodgkin and Huxley values.

(a) K channel, 0 e [—300,100], I e [—2000,100], go 6 [—50,5].

(b) Detail of K channel, v 6 [0,50], 1 e [-0.1,0.1], go 6 [—0.1,0.01].

(c) Na channel, v 6 [—300,100], I E [—100,200], 90 6 [—5,10].
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5. The genericity conditions of Theorems 1—2 are satisfied by the origi-
nal Hodgkin and Huxley equations since det M4 (¢Na(v),1/;K(v)) < 0.
Graph of log(— det M4) 6 [—200,0] for v 6 [—300,100].
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6. The singular set S3 for the original Hodgkin and Huxley equations:
graphs of (VNa(v), VK(v) and gN,(v)/gK(v)). Scales:

(a) v 6 [—100,20], VK G [—l50,150];

(b) v 6 [—100,20], VNG e [—150, 150];

(c) v 6 [—140,40], gnu/gx 6 [—800,800];
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7. Curves of fold points in the I x go plane for the original Hodgkin and
Huxley equations at different parameter values. In all cases, VL has the
original Hodgkin and Huxley value of 10.6, other values as in the table
below. Figure A uses the original Hodgkin and Huxley values.

U I 90 9M; VNa 9K VK
-1000 100 -2000 200 -50 5 120 -115 36 12
-600 100 -2500 1000 -60 40 1000 -115 36 12
-1000 100 -2000 2000 -50 100 1200 -115 12 -100
-1300 40 -1500 150 -13 7 1200 —10 12 -100
-800 100 -2000 200 -50 5 120 100 36 12
-500 100 -700 100 -20 5 120 100 3.6 12
-500 100 -700 100 -20 5 120 100 12 0
-800 100 -2500 250 -100 10 1000 100 12 0

CflfifljtflUOUfi>
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8. Projections of the singular set 52 into the plane VK x gNn/gx for the
original Hodgkin and Huxley equations.
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